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Abstract— The balance and functionality of the cardiovascu-
lar system are maintained by a network of couplings between
the different oscillations involved. We study the effect of
ageing on these interactions through the application of wavelet
analysis, and by the use of dynamical Bayesian inference to
compute coupling functions. The method, applied to phases
extracted from microvascular flow recorded by laser Doppler
flowmetry (LDF), reveals the coupling functions between os-
cillations propagated to the smallest vessels. Consistent with
earlier work based on analysis of cardiac and respiratory phases
obtained from direct measurements, our analysis demonstrates
an impairment of the propagated cardio-respiratory coupling
with ageing. The coupling weakens despite the increased cardiac
component in the LDF with ageing. Our results bring new
insight to the effect of ageing on cardiovascular regulation that
might help improve the diagnostic potential of LDF monitors.
I. INTRODUCTION
Oscillations are ubiquitous in nature. Light travels in
waves, with different frequencies that we perceive as colours.
Sound propagates as oscillations too, differentiated by am-
plitude and frequency. We can take delight in the most
beautiful landscape or the most pleasant music just because
they manifest themselves to us as ensembles of waves. For
the human body, oscillations not only provide a means
of interaction with the surroundings, but also the basis of
inner functional mechanisms [1], [2]. Countless simultaneous
oscillatory processes occur in each individual, continuously,
from conception until death. Life is nothing but change, and
the way oscillations generate and interact within our body
while we age is no exception to this rule.
In this paper we discuss oscillatory interactions and their
spatial propagation within the cardiovascular system. Based
on wavelet analysis and computation of coupling functions
between cardiac and respiratory oscillations, we show that
these mechanisms become weaker with age.
II. CARDIOVASCULAR OSCILLATIONS AND THEIR
PROPAGATION WITHIN THE BLOOD FLOW
Far from being a system of rigid tubes, the arteries,
veins and capillaries of the vascular network are elastic,
and not only in a passive way: they are living entities,
with their own specific contractile properties [3]–[6]. The
oscillations propagating within the circulatory system from
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central origins are therefore not identical with their sources,
but are locally modulated by complex mechanisms operating
in the layers of cells forming the vessels’ walls.
A. Cardiac oscillations
The most evident source of physiological oscillations is
the heart. The oscillations that enable it to fulfil its central
role of pumping the blood through the circulatory system
are self-sustained, but are not independent of other processes
occurring in the organism. Interactions between oscillations
keep the system stable and well-coordinated: the frequency
and strength of the heartbeat are strongly modulated by a
demand/supply mechanism [7]. In healthy subjects, the ac-
tivity of the heart propagates down to the peripheral capillary
level and is clearly distinguishable in a signal recorded on
the skin by laser-Doppler flowmetry (LDF).
B. Respiration
The respiratory expansions and contractions of the lungs
generate an oscillatory pressure in the network of vessels [8]:
the mechanism of its propagation in the blood flow is more
subtle than that of cardiac oscillations, and the shape of a
respiratory peak in the power spectra of LDF signals is more
subject/location-sensitive. Moreover, the respiratory activity
modulates over the heart, accelerating and decelerating its
rhythm every time a breath is taken, via the coupling known
as respiratory sinus arrhythmia [9].
C. Myogenic activity
A vascular oscillation centred around 0.1 Hz has been
detected by several studies in the past [6], [10], [11]. The
attribution of a source to this oscillation is still controver-
sial. Some authors discuss a sympathetic origin of these
oscillations in the microvascular flow [12], [13] and, in
relation to heart rate variability, have associated them with
baroreceptor activity. However, the myogenic theory suggests
that the motion is caused directly by pacemaker cells in
arterial smooth walls [3], [11]: these cells have the ability to
contract in response to the variation of intravascular pressure
[3]. Because the sympathetic system innervates the vascular
myocytes too, the myogenic and sympathetic systems are
coupled, so that it is not easy to isolate and study their spe-
cific contributions. However, studies on anæsthesia and skin-
flaps were able to uncouple the systems and distinguish the
myogenic (0.1Hz) from the slower sympathetic oscillation
(0.04 Hz) [11]. The studies that supported the sympathetic
hypothesis may perhaps have been biased by the use of
the Fourier transform, which lacks the resolution needed to
distinguish neighbouring low-frequency oscillations.
D. Slower oscillations
Three additional characteristic oscillations have been de-
tected in the lower-frequency region of the power spectra
of blood flow [1]. They have been attributed to sympa-
thetic (0.021-0.052 Hz), nitric-oxide-dependent endothelial
(0.0095-0.021 Hz) and nitric-oxide-independent endothelial
(0.005-0.0095 Hz) processes. Although the features of the
power spectra of these slow oscillations can be observed
by use of the wavelet transform (sec. V-A), the investi-
gation of their phase-dynamics is more arduous. Certain
conditions need to be fulfilled in order to be able to rely
on the meaningfulness of phases reconstructed from real
data. The most important of these is the assumption that
the spatially-distributed oscillators generating the signal are
fully synchronised on the macroscopic level. In practice, this
hypothesis is never perfectly fulfilled, but the approximation
is compensated for by the large number of periods recorded.
The length of the LDF signals sets a practical limitation to
this compromise; hence in this paper the investigation has
been limited to the faster three oscillations (table I).
TABLE I
SUMMARY OF THE ANALYSED OSCILLATIONS
band oscillation central frequency
number source frequency interval
I cardiac 1 Hz 2-0.6 Hz
II respiratory 0.3 Hz 0.6-0.145 Hz
III myogenic 0.1 Hz 0.145-0.052 Hz
III. COUPLED OSCILLATORS
The cardiovascular system can be modeled as a network
of coupled oscillators [1]. The inverse problem of evaluating
the mutual interactions, starting from a real signal, has been
tackled mainly through correlation-based approaches, e.g. the
wavelet bispectrum [14]. This kind of computation allows
one to evaluate the existence and strength of a coupling, but
does not easily provide information about the directionality
of the interaction, or its mechanisms.
IV. METHODS
A. Wavelet analysis
The signals considered can be explored in the time-
frequency domain by means of the wavelet transform (WT)
[6]. The existence of characteristic time-persistent ridges in
the transform implies oscillatory processes of deterministic
nature; and their appearance at the same frequencies in differ-
ent signals suggests their common origin. By yielding values
of amplitude and phase for each time/frequency combination,
the (WT) allows one to compare time-averaged power spectra
and calculate the phase coherence between different signals.
The Morlet mother wavelet is used, providing a direct
relationship between the scale and frequency. The adaptive
scaling (adjustable window) provides optimal frequency res-
olution (e.g. logarithmic) for the investigation of the broad
frequency range typical of cardiovascular oscillations.
B. Decomposition method
Nonlinear mode decomposition (NMD) [15] has been
applied to extract and separate the different oscillations from
the signals. The method was particularly well-suited to this
situation as it allows to extract a mode with the help of a
reference signal : thus, oscillations I and II were extracted
from the LDF signal by using the ECG and respiration
signals as references. Moreover, the method is noise robust,
and provides the instantaneous phase.
C. Coupling functions
Recently, a novel technique has been developed for the in-
vestigation of coupling dynamics [16]–[18]. The interactions
are modeled with a network of coupled phase oscillators:
by the application of the dynamical Bayesian inference
[19]–[22] to the network, it is possible to compute the
set of parameters regulating the mutual influences, and to
separate out the noise [19]. Tridimensional visualisation of
each coupling function (CF) can be used to provide deeper
insight into individual interactions by showing the evolution
of a coupling parameter as a function of two phases. The
amplitude and shape of this relationship reveals not only
the strength but also the directionality and the functional
mechanism that regulates the coupling [16]–[18].
V. THE EFFECT OF AGEING
Signals from two groups of subjects were analysed:
29 (14F) young healthy (aged 24.4±3.4 years), and 22 (13F)
aged healthy (71.1±6.6 years). The study was approved
by the Lancaster University Research Ethics Committee.
The electrical activity of the heart was recorded by elec-
trocardiography (ECG). The respiration signal was acquired
using a stretch-sensitive band wrapped around the thorax,
and the blood flow on the forearm by using LDF. Signals
were recorded for 30 minutes, with subjects supine in a
comfortable setting in a room at constant temperature. See
[23], [24] for further details.
Statistical analysis was performed using a non-parametric
two-sided Wilcoxon rank sum test and p< 0.05 was consid-
ered as significant.
A. Wavelet transform
Typical WTs of LDF signals for young and aged subjects
are shown in figs. 1-a and 1-b respectively. The time-
continuity of activity III, together with I, can be observed in
the time-frequency space of the young subject’s LDF signal
(fig. 1-a). For the aged subject (fig. 1-b), component I is rel-
atively much stronger than the lower frequency oscillations.
B. Power spectra
Blood flow power appears higher overall in the aged
group (fig. 2): the age-related decrease in skin thickness [25]
may affect this measure, resulting in a stronger LDF signal.
However, skin properties cannot affect the distribution of the
power, and the strikingly significant difference in component
I may be due to the effect of age on the vascular tissue. The
Fig. 1. Typical wavelet power and time-averaged spectrum of the LFD
signal for (a) a young subject and (b) an aged subject.
increased vessels’ radius and decreased vessels’ elasticity
[26] may have led to decreased local active oscillations,
and to stronger direct propagation of the centrally generated
waves (i.e. I and II).
C. Wavelet phase coherence
The coordination between the oscillatory activity in the
source signal and the propagated oscillation in the LDF can
be measured with wavelet phase coherence [27]. In this case,
optical permeability of the skin does not affect the result, as
the phase of the oscillation is unrelated to its amplitude.
With ageing, intervals of significantly higher time-
averaged wavelet phase coherence can be found within band
I, together with a window of significantly lower myogenic
coherence (fig. 3). This evidence confirms the suggestion
proposed above in the case of the power (sec. V-B), i.e.
that with ageing the active response of the vessels’ cells
decreases. This, joined with the general loss of elastic prop-
erties, results in a more direct propagation of the oscillations
in interval I.
D. Coupling functions
After extraction of the modes and phases (φr, φc) from the
signals by application of NMD [15], the cardio-respiratory
interaction and its effect on blood flow have been studied
by the means of CFs. Fig. 4 shows the averaged cardio-
respiratory CFs for young (fig. 4a,d) and aged subjects (fig.
4b,e) and inter-group-shuffled surrogates [28] (fig. 4 c,f). In
Fig. 2. Time-averaged median wavelet power for young (black) and aged
subjects (red). Significant differences are highlighted with yellow
the figure, qC indicates the coupling function between the
central sources of oscillations, i.e. I and II extracted from the
ECG and respiration signals, while qL indicates the coupling
function between locally propagated oscillations, i.e. I and
II extracted from LDF signals.
For young subjects, qC (fig. 4-a) the form of the CF
resembles a sinusoidal wave propagating along the respira-
tion phase axis (while along the cardiac direction it remains
constant): this topography indicates that the frequency of the
heart undergoes a modulation coming from each respiratory
period. The shift of this sinusoidal wave suggests that the
heart is speeded up during inhalation and slowed down in
the middle of the breathing cycle (around pi). The shape of
this relationship is preserved in the time-averaged CF from
the aged subjects (fig. 4-b), even if there is a clear decrease of
the amplitude, resulting from a less deterministic shape of the
CF among different subjects. Comparison to the surrogates
shows that the CF is still relevant here. Therefore, it can
be concluded that the mechanism of respiratory arrythmia
is affected by ageing, becoming weaker and more variable,
even if still present. The results reported in fig. 4-a and fig. 4-
b confirm what was found earlier for cardio-respiratory CFs
by Iatsenko et al. [24].
With regard to the manifestation of the coupling in the
LDF signal, it can be seen that for young subjects (fig. 4-d)
the form of qL still resembles the sinusoidal shape of fig.
4-a. The shift observed in the figure could be due to the
delayed arrival of the propagating respiration wave in the
blood flow. It is noteworthy that, although the varied shape
of this CF for different subjects results in an averaged CF of
Fig. 3. Median wavelet phase coherence between ECG signal and
LDF signal for young subjects (black line) and aged subjects (red line).
Significant differences in coherence were checked for each frequency and
are highlighted in yellow. Significant coherence was observed in frequency
interval I, corresponding to the cardiac frequency and its first harmonic.
Fig. 4. Averaged CFs of the phases φc and φr of cardiac and respiratory
activity over the cardiac frequency for (a,d) young, (b,e) aged subjects and
(c,f) inter-groups surrogates. (a,b,c) qC shows the coupling detected from the
central sources (ECG and respiration), while (d,e,f) qL shows the coupling
propagated into the LDF signal.
smaller amplitude, the morphological features described for
fig. 4-a survive the averaging procedure. For older subjects,
the average qL loses its sinusoidal characteristic, becoming
comparable to surrogates of fig. 4-f. This could suggest that
the coupling, already weakened at source, is in addition
attenuated by the decreased reactivity of aged vessels.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
The outcomes of this investigation are consistent with
what has been reported earlier [23], [24], i.e. that ageing
compromises the delicate network of interactions regulating
the cardio-respiratory-vascular system, on several levels. The
active inter-modulation between oscillations appears to be
weakened in aged subjects both locally (sec. V-A, sec. V-B,
sec. V-C) and systemically (sec. V-D). Moreover, a weaker
cardio-respiratory coupling as propagated to the microvascu-
lar blood flow has been found for the aged group. Gender
differences may have existed but the numbers of subjects
studied would not allow any firm conclusions to be drawn.
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